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Application of Regulation 2016/679 (the GDPR) 
 
 
Dear Commissioner Reynders,   
 

1. It is the European Commission’s duty under Article 17 of the Treaty on 
European Union (TEU) to monitor the application of EU law, and to ensure its 
uniform application throughout the EU.  

 
Failure of GDPR’s application  
 

2. The enclosed report, Europe’s enforcement paralysis, published by ICCL today, 
presents new information that shows that Regulation 2016/679 (the GDPR) 
has not adequately been applied. GDPR enforcement against Big Tech is 
paralysed by Ireland’s failure to deliver draft decisions on cross-border cases. 
The recent WhatsApp decision notwithstanding, Ireland has failed to send 
draft decisions to its European colleagues on a very large number (98%) of 
major EU-wide cases for which it is responsible.1  

 
3. No other GDPR enforcer in the EU can intervene if the Irish DPC asserts its 

lead role in cases against big tech firms headquartered in Ireland. This makes 
it impossible to apply the GDPR with respect to Google, Facebook, Apple, 
Microsoft, and others that claim Ireland is their main establishment in the 
Union.  

 
4. We draw to your attention the recent report of the cross-party Justice 

Committee of the Irish Parliament & Senate, published just before the 

 
1 Europe’s enforcement paralysis, Irish Council for Civil Liberties, September 2021, p. 5.  



Summer break.2 The Justice Committee makes seventeen recommendations to 
properly apply  the GDPR in Ireland, and thereby unblock the GDPR with 
respect to Big Tech firms.3  

 
5. The Irish Justice Committee’s report recognises serious problems in Ireland’s 

application of the GDPR. It notes:  
 

It is now more than five years since the GDPR went into effect, and 
more than three years since it was applied. The Committee fears that 
citizens' fundamental rights are in peril.4  

 
6. Similarly, ICCL’s Europe’s enforcement paralysis highlights that Ireland is the 

GDPR’s primary bottleneck.5  
 

7. In addition to the particular problem of Ireland’s application, we also note 
problems in other Member States’ application of the GDPR, too. Covid-19 has 
forced many to adapt to digital life. Despite this, Europe’s supervisory 
authorities have not configured themselves for digital era.6 Total investment 
in supervisory authorities across the Union has declined since the application 
of the GDPR.7  

 
Infringement procedure  
 

8. The European Commission should use its power under Article 258 of the 
TFEU to launch an infringement procedure against Member States that 
jeopardise the protection of personal data.  
 

9. Data protection is one of the Union’s objectives. Jeopardising it is a failure to 
fulfil Member States’ obligations under Article 4(3) of the TEU. Therefore, the 
Commission should send a letter of formal notice to the Government of 
Ireland in particular, and to other Member States, too.  
 

 
The Commission’s data deficit  

 
2 "Report on meeting on 27th April 2021 on the topic of GDPR", Joint Committee on Justice, Tithe an 

Oireachtas, July 2021 (URL: 
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/33/joint_committee_on_justice/reports/2021/2
021-07-22_report-on-meeting-on-27th-april-2021-on-the-topic-of-gdpr_en.pdf).  

3 ibid., p. 8-9.  
4 ibid., p. 7.  
5 Europe’s enforcement paralysis, Irish Council for Civil Liberties, September 2021, p. 4-6.  
6 ibid., p. 10.  
7 ibid., p. 9.  



 
10. The Commission must monitor Member State’s compliance to fulfil its duty as 

guardian of the treaties. However, the Commission has not gathered adequate 
information to monitor the application of the GDPR as is its duty under 
Article 17 TEU.  
 

11. ICCL surveyed supervisory authorities across the Union and learned that 
there is no consistent record of whether or how often lead DPAs in major 
cross-border cases use their investigative powers, or what specific powers are 
used. Nor is there an adequate account of what specific sanctioning powers 
are used.  

 
12. There is no coherent data on whether supervisory authorities are supervising 

and enforcing, and therefore no basis to judge Member States’ provisions for 
those supervisory authorities.  
 

13. Data provided by supervisory authorities through the European Data 
Protection Board (EDPB) are also inadequate. We highlight two, by way of 
example:  
 

a. EDPB statistics about the “average time to issue a decision” in cross 
border cases8 are defective in two respects.  
 
First, there are data for only twenty Member States. There is, for 
example, no statistic for how many months it takes Luxembourg to 
issue a decision in cross border cases.  
 
Second, the statics are meaningless: Ireland is listed as issuing a 
decision after an average of 23 months. But, since Ireland has issued a 
decision in almost none of the cases for which it has responsibility, and 
since we show in Europe’s enforcement paralysis that 98% of those cases 
remain outstanding, the “average time” to issue a decision is infinity.  

 
b. The EDPB has published statistics about the number of complaints 

“resolved” versus those still pending.9 This is also defective.   
 
First, at least one key supervisory authority uses the term “resolved” in 
a manner that makes this statistic meaningless. The EDPB indicates 

 
8 “Overview on resources made available by Member States to the Data Protection Authorities and on 

enforcement actions by the Data Protection Authorities”, EDPB, 5 August 2021 (URL: 
https://edpb.europa.eu/system/files/2021-
08/edpb_report_2021_overviewsaressourcesandenforcement_v3_en_0.pdf), p. 21.  

9 ibid., p. 11.  



that Ireland has “resolved” 14,500 complaints. However, the Irish 
Justice Committee Report challenged Irish DPC’s use of the word 
“resolved” and recommended that it be clarified.10  
 
Second, the EDPB statistic indicates that Germany’s performance is the 
second lowest in the EEA. This is unlikely to be correct. Europe’s 
enforcement paralysis shows that Germany has the second highest 
clearance percentage in cross-border cases, and twice the number of 
staff for every complaint received.11 We therefore caution that the 
statistics, and the process for gathering them, should be carefully re-
examined by the EDPB.  

 
We note that Italy is missing from this statistic, too.  

 
Get the data  
 

14. The Commission must equip itself to fulfil its duty under Article 17 of the 
TEU. To this end, it should request that the EDPB and DPAs publish the 
following data each quarter:  

 
• Time (days) to progress each case from first complaint or proactive 

investigation to draft decision and then to final decision.  
• How many cases each DPA is the LSA for. This should also specify the 

number of separate cases or complaints combined in each cases.  
• How many times each LSA used each investigative power provided in 

GDPR Article 58(1), in that quarter.  
• How many times each LSA used each sanctioning power provided in 

GDPR Article 58(2), in that quarter.  
 
Each of the above should include the types and scale of controllers concerned, 
and whether a case is domestic or cross-border. In exceptional cases where 
national law precludes case-level data, robust aggregated data may suffice.  

 
15. ICCL believes that the costs of failing to properly apply the GDPR will be 

severe.  
 
The fanfare surrounding the GDPR was such that the EU’s global influence 
will wane if it is allowed to fail.  
 

 
10 "Report on meeting on 27th April 2021 on the topic of GDPR", Joint Committee on Justice, Tithe an 

Oireachtas, July 2021, p. 8.  
11 Europe’s enforcement paralysis, Irish Council for Civil Liberties, September 2021, p. 5.  



Consumers will suffer too, because innovative startups and venerable news 
publishers will be unable to compete because of Big Tech’s entrenched 
internal data free-for-alls.  
 
The worst cost will be that continuing data misuse will tyrannise citizens, and 
debase politics.  
 
Therefore, we urge you to intervene.  

 
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
 
 
 
Dr Johnny Ryan FHistS  
Senior Fellow, ICCL  
 
 


